
Ugg Boots - Know your Size Chart to Order Online

We must admit in these fast times multi tasking has been a solution for many to keep up even with our 
normal routine. Take for example shopping for clothes or accessories which are a basic especially if the 
season is about to change. The fast times has given s limited time to everything and wish that everything 
can be just handed over to you. 

Then online shopping was invented. Have you ever tried purchasing shoes or boots online? Did you 
encounter any issues with sizing?  If it was a bad experience and sometimes traumatizing then that is no 
reason to give up. There could be a work around it. Yes, we agree that these kinds of products are best 
bought personally. But there is a trick that you can do so that you can purchase boots online. The ever 
so warm classic ugg boots are a classic yet trendy of which their sizes can be really tricky. Here are some 
smart ways and very effective way of getting the right fit for your classic ugg boots and even baby ugg 
boots for your child. 

Made to be snug
Before we go on with the list of tips on how to check your ugg shoe size please bear in mind some basic 
stuff about buying ugg boots. Number one, they were made to be snug. They should mold your feet 
when worn. They are not supposed to be loose and though you may pick a half-size smaller it alright it’s 
made of wool so it will stretch. If your shoe seize is 7.5 get size 7. 

Made to be barefoot
Secondly, they were made to worn barefoot because they are made of sheepskin which is a thermostat 
material. There is no need for socks as they will be warm when worn barefoot.

Made to be fit – the challenge finding the perfect fit
The ugg boots when manufactured are designed using American standard sizing. The trick is to know 
how to convert the shoe sizing from American to UK sizes and voila we are in business. 

Shoe mathematics
Always use the American size as your basis. The formula is US size – 2 is UK size and US size + 31 is EU 
size. Let’s take an example say your shoe size in US is 7 in UK size minus 2 then your UK size is 5 and in 
EU you are a size 38. That was so simple wasn’t it? The same concept follows for children sizes for baby 
ugg boots.

The next time you order online for your classic ugg boots or even for baby ugg boots you now know the 
mathematical science of the perfect ugg fit. 


